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Abstract
Deformation microstructure of pure Ni powder milled for short duration was studied. The microstructure, as obtained on the 
basis of Rietveld analysis and microstructural modeling, shows inhomogeneity and consists of ‘heavily deformed’ with twin 
faults probability and ‘slightly deformed’ components with varying dislocation densities. The modified Williamson–Hall 
analysis was performed for both the subcomponents with the relevant scaling parameter. Attempts were made to elucidate the 
nature of dislocation present in the milled samples. The correction due to extra broadening from stacking fault was calculated 
from the refined values of twin fault probability. In-depth microstructural modeling with restrictedly random distribution of 
dislocation and a lognormal distribution of spherical particles were done for the two subcomponents to explore the inhomo-
geneous microstructure. The effect of α-Al2O3 addition is found in reduction in the Ni particle size and yielding more uniform 
size distribution. It is shown that X-ray line profile analysis is capable of modeling such inhomogeneous microstructure.
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Introduction

It is now well established that mechanical attrition of ele-
mental powder blends of metals, ceramics, etc. provides a 
route for the production of nano-crystalline materials which 
may possess unusual chemical and physical properties in 
comparison to their course-grained counterparts. These 
materials [1–5] are of tremendous technological impor-
tance. During ball milling, a number of processes such as 
cold welding, fracture, recovery and recrystallization take 
place and a detailed characterization of all these processes 
may provide essential information about the nature and prop-
erty of heavy cyclic deformation. For example, evolution of 
microstructure of single phase metallic system is character-
ized by the following stages: (1) The deformation is local-
ized in shear bands—regions of high dislocation density, 
(2) formation of subgrains as a result of dislocation anni-
hilation, (3) grain rotation to produce a completely random 

orientation. Several authors have observed that for initial 
hours of milling, there exists microstructural inhomogeneity. 
A common example of this is the existence of non-unimodal 
size distribution [6, 7]. The microstructural inhomogeneity 
has been attributed to dynamic recrystallization [6], ‘unde-
formed’ and ‘deformed’ components, etc. [7]. We have also 
observed a similar nature for ball-milled α-Al2O3, which has 
been attributed to bimodal distribution of particles of spheri-
cal and cylindrical morphology [8].

In the present work, the extent of microstructural inho-
mogeneity in ball-milled metallic Ni samples co-milled with 
α-Al2O3 for short duration of milling is being explored using 
X-ray diffraction line profile analysis. As the stacking fault 
energy of Ni is high, during the course of milling, it is possi-
ble that dislocations may localize in some regions. This may 
result in regions of high dislocation density and some other 
regions with low dislocation density thereby producing an 
inhomogeneous microstructure. We propose to separate the 
dissimilar microstructural fragments as slightly deformed 
(hereafter referred to as Ni1 subcomponent) and heavily 
deformed (hereafter referred to as Ni2 subcomponent) using 
X-ray line profile analysis. The study may elucidate the pro-
cess of microstructure evolution at very small milling times.
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Experimental

Sample preparation

Ceramic material α-Al2O3 having initial particle size 
of ~ 1–2 μm has been synthesized by combustion technique 
from the redox mixture of aluminum nitrate and urea (fuel) 
with proper stoichiometric composition [9 and the references 
therein]. Commercially available pure Ni powder (75 μm) 
and prepared α-AL2O3 were milled in zirconia media (balls 
and vials) with ball-to-powder ratio of 1:10. Milling was 
carried out for a short duration (15 min) in a Fritsch pul-
verisette planetary mill (P5) operated at 300 rpm. Three dif-
ferent samples—pure Ni powder, Ni + 5 wt% α-AL2O3 and 
Ni + 10 wt% α-AL2O3, were chosen for ball milling.

X‑ray diffraction

The X-ray powder diffraction pattern of the as-prepared 
samples as well as the standard material (here fully recrys-
tallized Si powder) was taken at room temperature in a PW 
1710 diffractometer in a step-scan mode using Ni-filtered 
 CuKα radiation, operating at 35 kV and 20 mA. A fixed 
divergence slit of opening 1° and a receiving slit of opening 
0.1 mm were used for data collection. This slit combination 
produces a symmetric peak shape with least axial divergence 
asymmetry effect at low angles. Further, an anti-scatter slit 
of opening 1° was also used. The step size was taken to be of 
0.02° 2θ, and the counting time of 10 s per step was chosen 
accordingly to get a good signal-to-noise ratio. Instrumen-
tal broadening was corrected using fully recrystallized Si 
powder [10].

Results and discussion

X‑ray diffraction and Williamson–Hall plot

Figure 1 shows the X-ray diffraction pattern of the samples 
milled for 15 min. Preliminary phase identification confirms 
the presence of Ni and α-Al2O3 in the respective milled sam-
ples. It has been shown earlier that for ball-milled ceramic 
samples (α-Al2O3), the peak shape is super-Lorentzian irre-
spective of the time employed for milling. The correspond-
ing profile shapes have been attributed purely to crystallite 
size effects, and a bimodal crystallite size distribution [8] 
of particles having different crystallite morphologies was 
observed. However, for ball-milled metallic samples the 
initial stage of ball milling (as chosen in the present case) 
is governed by deformation behavior of the metallic parti-
cles and associated dislocation motion and/or generation of 

other defects due to plastic deformation. It has been shown 
earlier [7] that for ball-milled metallic samples, milled for 
shorter durations, the sample consists of both deformed and 
undeformed powder particles. The deformed particles are in 
the form of thin flakes and give rise to texture effects when 
loaded into the sample holder. The relative intensities of the 
X-ray diffraction lines in the present case are in accordance 
with the literature values, indicating that the texture effect is 
not prominent in the present case. Further, the time chosen 
for ball milling is small enough and this should not result in 
sufficient grain size reduction. Thus, it is presumed in this 
case that the sample consists of larger particles with sizes 
probably in the micron range which may have developed a 
substructure due to plastic deformation.

The individual line profiles were fitted with modified 
pseudo–Voigt function [11]. Figure 2 shows the Ni 200 and 
311—reflections. It is observed that there is a mismatch in 
both the peak height and the tail regions. The mismatch is 
particularly pronounced at higher diffraction angles when 
a single pseudo-Voigt function is used to fit the diffraction 
lines. A reasonably good fit is observed when each reflection 
is fitted with two pseudo-Voigt functions with a constraint on 
the peak positions. The above feature is present in other Ni-
reflections at lower diffraction angles but on a minor scale. 
The mismatch increases with the increase in the diffraction 
angle. It is thus evident that the sample can be characterized 
on the basis of different microstructural fragments present in 
the sample. It is probable that a non-unimodal distribution 
may exist either in terms of crystallite size/shape or micro-
strain at smaller milling times. In the case of ball-milled 
ceramic α-Al2O3, the bimodal character has been attrib-
uted to crystallite size and shape only [8]. Similar results 
have earlier been observed by Bor et al. [7] for ball-milled 

Fig. 1  X-ray diffraction pattern of the ball-milled samples with the 
fitted pattern by Rietveld method with the residual plot
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molybdenum sample. They have developed a method for 
determination of volume fraction of the deformed compo-
nent in the overall ball-milled sample based on the Fourier 
transform of the observed profile. In the subsequent section, 
we have used a modified Rietveld method [12] to explain 
the nature of microstructurally dissimilar fragments in ball-
milled Ni samples.

Figure 3 shows the plot of integral breadth β* (in sin θ 
scale) with d* = (1/d) (conventional Williamson–Hall plot) 
for the ball-milled Ni samples with different α-Al2O3 con-
tents. Each Ni-reflection was fitted with two symmetric sub-
profiles, and the integral breadths were calculated from the 
profile parameters. The W–H plots are characterized by two 
general features:

(1) One subcomponent is characterized by nearly iso-
tropic and lesser amount of diffraction line broadening. The 
broadening is also nearly independent of α-Al2O3 content 
in the milled samples. (2) The other subcomponent is char-
acterized by a greater degree of anisotropic diffraction line 
broadening.

It must be mentioned here that anisotropic line broaden-
ing can be in general attributed to either dislocation-induced 
anisotropic microstrain broadening or anisotropic crystallite 
size or deformation/twin faults present in the samples. It 
seems from preliminary analysis that predominant micro-
strain broadening is present in the samples. The two differ-
ent subcomponents may be attributed to ‘slightly deformed’ 
and ‘heavily deformed’ components. But, a detailed analysis 
will reveal the exact cause of anisotropic line broadening 
observed in the present case.

Rietveld analysis

Based on the above preliminary analysis, a detailed micro-
structural characterization has been done on the milled sam-
ples using a modified Rietveld method [12]. The ‘slightly 
deformed’ and the ‘heavily deformed’ components desig-
nated hereafter as Ni1 and Ni2 subcomponents, respectively, 
were separated in the Rietveld analysis by considering two 
phases of nickel with different microstructural features. Due 

Fig. 2  (200) and (311) reflec-
tions of Ni in the three samples 
fitted with (1) a single modified 
pV function (2) modeled with 
two modified pV functions
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to intrinsic overlapping of these two phases, identical cell 
parameters were assumed for both the microstructurally dis-
similar fragments. In the refinement process, only the unit 
cell parameters, phase and microstructural parameters were 
refined keeping the structural and thermal parameters fixed. 
The microstructural refinement was done according to the 
most general formalism of Popa [13] of anisotropic size—
strain broadening. Stacking/twin faults were included in the 
refinement process based on Warren’s model [14]. The sub-
component Ni1 was refined according to the anisotropic size 
and microstrain broadening scheme, whereas for the sub-
component Ni2, refinement was carried out with anisotropic 
size and microstrain broadening scheme along with the pres-
ence of twin fault probability (β). Figure 1 shows the fitted 

diffraction pattern and the corresponding residual. Table 1 
lists the microstructural parameters such as coherent domain 
size, r.m.s. microstrain, weight fraction, etc. The weight frac-
tion of Ni2 subcomponent decreases slightly from ~ 45% 
to ~ 42% with an increase in the α-Al2O3 content in the ball-
milled samples. It thus appears that the co-milling of Ni and 
α-Al2O3 does not produce substantial change in the weight 
fraction of the ‘heavily deformed’ component. The domain 
or crystallite size of the ‘heavily deformed’ component 
Ni2 is similar for all the samples, whereas the domain size 
of the ‘slightly deformed’ component Ni1 decreases with 
the increase in the α-Al2O3 content. It is further clear from 
Table 1 that the crystallite size along <111> and <100> 
is nearly similar for the Ni1 subcomponent of the milled 
samples containing α-Al2O3, but slight anisotropy exists for 
the samples milled without α-Al2O3. It is thus clear that the 
harder α-Al2O3 particles have a greater effect on size reduc-
tion during the milling process and introduction of α-Al2O3 
in the milling media results in grain refinement. The Ni2 
subcomponent reveals domain size anisotropy. This anisot-
ropy may be associated with anisotropic domain size and/or 
deformation/twin faults. It further seems that the microstruc-
ture of Ni2 subcomponent is independent of the α-Al2O3 
content in the milled samples, and it may be characteristic 
of ball-milled metallic samples. The two subcomponents 
Ni1 and Ni2 differ significantly in the r.m.s. microstrain 
values. However, the microstrain values are independent of 
the α-Al2O3 content in either case. It is further noted that the 
Ni2 subcomponent is characterized by a twin fault probabil-
ity (β) of ~ 0.1%, and it is independent of the α-Al2O3 content 
in the co-milled samples. The refined value of deformation 
stacking fault probability α was small negative indicating 
complete absence of deformation stacking faults and is a 
characteristic of materials with high stacking fault energy 
such as Ni. The occurrence of twin fault in ball-milled sam-
ples is widespread and has been observed earlier in Ti [15], 
Ni [16], etc. The value of β indicates that every one plane out 
of 100 planes is faulted. It must be noted that the crystallite 
size/coherent domain size values quoted in Table 1 are effec-
tive crystallite size, which includes the effect of faulting and 
not the true crystallite size. The effective crystallite size Deff 
for the Ni1 subcomponent ranges from 72 to 110 nm for the 
two crystallographic directions [111] and [100], whereas it 
is between 19 and 30 nm for the Ni2 subcomponents depend-
ing on the alumina content in the milled samples.

If it is assumed that the microstrain present in the samples 
is due to dislocations, the average formal dislocation density 
can be calculated according to the Williamson–Smallman 
relations as described in Ref [17]. The dislocation density 
is of the order of  1015/m2. Further, it is noted that the dis-
location density differs by nearly one order magnitude for 
the Ni1 and Ni2 subcomponent which supports the proposi-
tion of heavily deformed and slightly deformed specimen. 

Fig. 3  Williamson–Hall plot of the ‘deformed’ and ‘undeformed’ 
components in all three specimens
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A detailed analysis of the validity of the assumption was 
performed, and the character and arrangement of the disloca-
tion are shown in the subsequent sections.

Modified Williamson–Hall analysis

In order to understand the origin of anisotropic strain broad-
ening and test the validity of the assumption made in the 
previous section, it is essential to perform the modified 
Williamson–Hall analysis as proposed by Ungar et al. [18]. 
The anisotropy observed in the broadening of the diffrac-
tion lines is partly due to geometrical factors such as the 
orientation of the burgers vector and the dislocation line 
vector and partly due to anisotropic elastic constants. In the 
present analysis, it is considered that all the slip systems are 
equally populated so that we can use the average contrast 
factor for the dislocations. In order to rationalize the ani-
sotropy of integral breadths observed in conventional W–H 
plot, modified W–H analysis was performed for both the 
Ni1 and Ni2 subcomponents. The average contrast factor 
of dislocation for each hkl reflection is given according to 
the relation Chkl = Ch00

(
1 − qH2

)
 [19–21] where Chkl is the 

dislocation contrast factor for hkl reflection and Ch00 is the 
corresponding dislocation contrast factor for h00-type reflec-
tion and H2 =

(
h2k2 + h2l2 + k2l2

)
∕
(
h2 + k2 + l2

)2.
A preliminary indication of the type of dislocation pre-

sent in the sample can be found by determining the param-

eter ‘q’ from the plot of 
{
�∗∕d∗

}2

 with H2. Figure 4a and b 
shows such a plot for milled pure Ni samples. The experi-
mental q values are 1.70 and 2.21 for the Ni1 and Ni2 
phases, respectively. The theoretical values of q calculated 
for edge and screw dislocations in Ni are 1.38 and 2.23, 
respectively.

The values of q as obtained indicate that type of disloca-
tion in the pure-milled Ni sample is approximately of 50% 

Table 1  Results of Rietveld 
analysis for the ball-milled Ni 
samples

Ni-0 wt%  Al2O3 Ni-5 wt%  Al2O3 Ni-10 wt%  Al2O3

Ni1 Ni2 Ni1 Ni2 Ni1 Ni2

Relative wt 54.8 45.2 61.1 38.9 57.8 42.2
a (Å) 3.526 3.526 3.525
Deff (nm)
 <111> 110 28 95 29 78 30
 <200> 81 19 93 18 72 19

<e2>1/2 (×103)
 <111> 1.72 2.92 1.63 3.25 1.78 3.05
 <200> 2.25 5.81 2.56 6.39 2.46 5.76

Twin fault (β) 0.0 0.011 0.0 0.012 0.0 0.012
ρ <avg> (×10−15 m−2) 0.65 6.2 0.66 7.0 0.86 6.1
Rwp 3.207 3.191 3.70
Gof 1.262 1.278 1.382

Fig. 4  Plot of 
{
�∗∕d∗

}2

 with H2 for determination of dislocation type 
factor q for pure ball-milled Ni, a Ni1 b Ni2 
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edge and 50% screw character, for the Ni1 subcomponent, 
whereas it is mostly screw type for the Ni2 subcomponent 
[19–21].

The modified Williamson–Hall analysis was performed for 
both the Ni1 and Ni2 subcomponents with the scaling param-
eter of K2C . The correction of integral breadths due to extra 
broadening originating from stacking fault [19] for Ni2 sub-
component was carried out using the refined values of twin 
fault probability obtained from earlier analysis. Figure 5 shows 
the modified Williamson–Hall plot for both the Ni subcompo-
nents. The plot follows a smooth quadratic behavior with the 
new scaling parameter K2C . This behavior is consistent with 
dislocation-induced anisotropic X-ray line broadening as noted 
by several authors. Isotropic-volume-averaged crystallite size 
for both the samples is obtained from the plot, and the values 
are <LV> = 148 nm for Ni1 subcomponent and <LV> = 39 nm 
for Ni2 subcomponent. Modified Williamson–Hall analysis 

does not provide reliable values for the dislocation density. 
A more detailed analysis is presented in the next section to 
elucidate that shortcoming.

Microstructural modeling

It is clear from the discussion in earlier section that for initial 
milling hours, deformation occurs due to dislocation motion 
and eventually an inhomogeneous dislocation microstructure 
results. Such a dislocation motion produces local variation of 
dislocation density. To estimate the dislocation microstruc-
ture of the co-milled Ni–α-Al2O3 specimen, it is essential to 
perform an analysis of the Ni1 and Ni2 subcomponents on 
the basis of a microstructural model. In the present study, a 
restrictedly random dislocation distribution and a lognormal 
distribution of the spherical particles have been considered 
[22, 23]. It has been showed by several authors that the Wilk-
ens model is perhaps the best model till date to explain disloca-
tion-induced line broadening from deformed metals and alloys.

For the microstructural model assumed in the present anal-
ysis, the physical normalized Fourier transform for several 
reflections is fitted simultaneously by the normalized theo-
retical Fourier transform. The Fourier transform for a dislo-
cated spherical crystallite with a log normal size distribution 
is expressed as [24]:

where L is the Fourier variable, b is the Burger’s vector, ρ 
is the dislocation density and Re

* is the effective outer cut-
off radius of dislocation distribution and As(L) is the size 
Fourier coefficient for a lognormal distribution of spherical 
crystallites.

The size Fourier coefficient AS(L) is expressed in a closed 
form as

where D0 is the median size and σ2 is the variance of the 
size distribution.

In the present analysis, pseudo-Voigt function is used to 
decompose the subprofiles corresponding to the Ni1 and Ni2 
subcomponents. The Fourier transforms of such subprofiles 
are obtained from the relation

A(L) =
As(L)

As
0

exp

{
−

(
𝜋b2

2

)
𝜌L2f

(
L

R∗
e

)
K2C̄

}
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Fig. 5  Modified Williamson–Hall plot for pure Ni specimen a Ni1 b 
Ni2 
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where Z = (�∕ ln 2)
1∕2�∕(1 − �) and w = (2∕�)

[
sin

(
�
0
+

HWHM) − sin �
0

]
 . η is the Gaussian content of the pV func-

tion, θ0 being the Bragg angle and λ is the wavelength of the 
X-ray used. For Ni2 subcomponent, the correction for extra 
broadening due to twin faults (β) has been done according 
to [19]

with �� = (1.5 � + �)∕a . Here, β and α are the twin bound-
ary and deformation stacking fault probabilities, a is the lat-
tice constant and W(g) is a variable whose value depends 
on the crystallographic system and on Miller indices of the 
reflection.

The resultant Fourier coefficients for the first six reflec-
tions, viz—111, 200, 220, 311, 222 and 400, were fitted 
simultaneously with the theoretical Fourier transforms by 
using the software MWP [25]. Initially, average contrast fac-
tors ( Ch00 ), for most common dislocation slip systems in fcc 
nickel ( Ch00edge = 0.2622, Ch00 screw = 0.2635), were estimated 
by using the software ANIZC [26]. During the fitting proce-
dure, the average contrast factor and the Burgers vector 
( b = a

�√
2 ) were supplied as non-refinable input param-

eters. The program refines the parameters such as dislocation 
density (ρ), effective outer cutoff radius of dislocation ( R∗

e
 ), 

the median (D0) and variance (σ2) of the lognormal size dis-
tribution. Best fitting results were obtained for the spherical 
crystallite model in all cases.

Figure 6a and b shows the fitting results. Table 2 lists 
the microstructural parameters, viz., median and variance 
of the size distribution. The dislocation distribution is char-
acterized by dislocation density (ρ), dislocation type factor 
(q), dislocation arrangement (M), etc. Table 2 also lists the 
average area and volume weighted domain sizes, <LA> and 
<LV>, respectively. It is observed from Table 2 that the Ni2 
subcomponent is characterized by slightly higher dislocation 
density (~ 5–6 × 1015 m−2) and very narrow size distribu-
tion, and it is independent of the α-Al2O3 content in the 
ball-milled samples. The dislocation arrangement is nearly 
random. The anisotropic X-ray line broadening observed in 
Fig. 3 can thus be rationalized on the basis of anisotropic 
dislocation contrast and twin faults. The dislocations are 
of mixed character with nearly equal contributions from 
edge and screw types. For the Ni1 subcomponent, a definite 
effect of α-Al2O3 on the size reduction is evident. Although 
the median (m) of the size distribution increases, the area-
weighted domain size decreases with the increase in α-Al2O3 
content in the co-milled samples. The variance σ2 of the size 

A(L) = Z∕(1 + Z) exp
[
−�2w2L2

/
ln 2

]
+ 1∕(1 + Z) exp [−2�wL]

lnA(L) + L �� W(g) = −
(
L∕DA

)
− �

(
�b2

/
2

)
L2

ln
(
R
e
∕L

)
(
K2C

)
+ O (K2C)4

distribution also decreases indicating a narrow grain size 
distribution. Figure 7a and b shows the grain size distribu-
tion according to the expression

The dislocation density for the Ni1 subcomponent is 
slightly less (~ 3.5 × 1015 m−2). The dislocation arrangement 
is nearly random, as the value of dislocation arrangement 
parameter M is nearly equal to unity. It is thus clear that for 
ball-milled metallic samples, milled for smaller times, an 
inhomogeneous microstructure exists from the very begin-
ning and is characterized by different dislocation microstruc-
tures. Addition of the harder particles during milling has a 
definite effect on size reduction and produces a narrower and 
uniform size distribution.

Scanning electron microscopy analysis

The morphology of the shortly milled pure Ni sample was 
investigated by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Fig-
ure 8 shows the SEM image of the Ni sample milled for 
15 min. From the micrograph, it is observed that the parti-
cles are dissimilar in size and shape. The grains appeared 
to be deformed. On visual inspection, on average, particles 
having two different sizes are observed in the SEM micro-
graph. However, due to agglomeration and irregularity in 
shape, no attempts were made to obtain the size distribution 
from the SEM image.

Conclusion

Co-milling of Ni and α-Al2O3 for small milling times 
(15 min) was studied on the basis of Rietveld analysis and 
microstructural modeling based on restrictedly random 
dislocation distribution and spherical lognormal crystallite 
size distribution. The microstructure consists of ‘heavily 
deformed’ and ‘slightly deformed’ fragments. The vol-
ume fraction of the ‘heavily deformed’ component varies 
in between 42 and 45% and is independent of the harder 
α-Al2O3 particles. Both the fragments are characterized 
by nearly random dislocation microstructure. The ‘heavily 
deformed’ component is characterized by high twin faults 
probability β ~ 0.01. α-Al2O3 particles have a definite effect 
on the size reduction in the Ni particles. More uniform size 
distribution could be observed with increasing α-Al2O3 in 
the co-milled samples.

G(D) =
1

�
√
2�

1

D
exp

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
−

�
ln

D

D0

�2

2�2

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦
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Fig. 6  a Multiple whole profile fitting of normalized Fourier trans-
forms for Ni1 subcomponent in  (a1) Ni—0%α-Al2O3  (a2) Ni—5%α-
Al2O3  (a3) Ni—10%α-Al2O3 composites. b Multiple whole profile fit-

ting of normalized Fourier transforms for Ni2 subcomponent in  (b1) 
Ni—0%α-Al2O3  (b2) Ni—5%α-Al2O3  (b3) Ni—10%α-Al2O3 compos-
ites
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Fig. 6  (continued)
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It is thus clear that addition of α-Al2O3 during milling of 
Ni may result in a more uniform deformed microstructure 
than that compared to Ni only. However, efforts are being 
made to study higher milling times to study the effects of 

cold welding, repeated fracture and dynamic recrystalliza-
tion in the milled samples.

Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative 
Commons Attribution 4.0 International License (http://creativecom-
mons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted use, distribu-
tion, and reproduction in any medium, provided you give appropriate 
credit to the original author(s) and the source, provide a link to the 
Creative Commons license, and indicate if changes were made.  
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